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STATISTICAL INFORMATION 
 

GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL 

PAPER A 27 45 80 97 58 - - 54 7 368 

PAPER B - - - 13 13 17 12 31 8 94 

TOTAL 27 45 80 110 71 17 12 85 15 462 

% OF TOTAL 5.8 9.7 17.3 23.8 15.4 3.7 2.6 18.4 3.2 100.0 

 

PAPER I 

1. Athletics 

100m  

Candidates were generally well-informed on the use of a crouch start, but the majority did not 

know how to use the starting blocks. Reaction time to the signal was generally good. The 

running posture was quite good, but one common mistake which was observed among a good 

number of candidates was that the high knees were not being practised and this was probably 

due to a weak core. The forward lean could have been better for some candidates.  

800m  

The majority of the candidates paced the race well and had a good running technique. Only a 

few candidates stopped jogging and walked part of the run. Some candidates started too fast 

and then slowed down throughout the run. A good number of candidates increased the pace 

and sprinted the last 100m, although the timings in general, need to be improved.  

Long Jump 

It was amply evident that some candidates were well prepared and therefore were technically 

knowledgeable. This included: 

i) a good understanding of the whole sequence of long jump 

ii) an established and well-marked check mark,  

iii) a good take off 

 

The areas lacking most technical knowledge overall were the flight phase and landing. 

Unfortunately, in some cases the opposite was observed, it was evident that whole groups of 

candidates had not had enough or any practice for the event. In these cases, the following 

observations were amongst the most common problem areas. Candidates: 

i) did not know where they should start their run up and therefore no use of a checkmark 

for the approach phase 

ii) did not know where take-off should be taken, or that it is a single leg take off 

iii) did not know of flight and landing, 

iv) walked back through the sand-pit. 

 

Once again, the sail technique was the style of choice by the large majority. Flight phase and 

landing techniques are the areas which require most review.  
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High Jump 

Candidates were given ample time to check approach and run up and were given the 

opportunity of an attempt at the first height.  

Approach and Run-up: In the great majority, the candidates marked their start up point. A 

good number demonstrated a weak pattern of approach being too linear or too wide than the J 

approach. Quite a few lacked power in the run up from the jog on, also resulting in a poor 

attack phase over the last three strides.  

Take off: Where approach was weak, many candidates took too far off from the bar. More 

focus should be given on the active use of the take-off foot and a driven free knee. 

Flight:  Jumps were unsuccessful where candidates tended to lie over the bar, not maintaining 

the shoulder away from it, not making good use of their arms, and not raising hips enough, 

therefore not attaining full vertical lift.  

Landing: Satisfactory overall. 

Overall, candidates showed knowledge of the rules and technique of the discipline while quite a 

number demonstrated complete lack of both confidence and technique.. 

Shot Put 

Preparatory Stage: Most candidates prepared themselves properly for the throw even though 

some still did not lower their centre of gravity, stood rigidly in the circle and a few persisted in 

placing the throwing hand over the shot. 

Throwing Action: The kick from the raised leg did not help in the momentum for the turn and 

the free arm was very often left idle. Maximum force is hardly ever used in the throw and follow 

through is seldom evident. 

Recovery: Since maximum force was not being applied there was no issue with recovery and 

some candidates managed to stop the rotation immediately after throwing and in some cases 

even prior to throwing. No problems of balance and stability were observed. 

Regrettably, it is still evident that some candidates are taking the exam unprepared;some have 

never seen or touched a shot before the exam and they even said so themselves. This became 

evident in the execution as it resulted in very poor performance. All candidates are reminded of 

the exit rule before they throw yet a few still persist in going out from the front resulting in a 

“no throw”. 

Although time is given for warm up very few candidates avail themselves of this time and they 

just sit and chat with their friends even on cold days.   
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Discus 

Overall a higher number of candidates seemed to have a better idea of how to throw a discus 

than in previous years. They demonstrated that they knew the rules of how to enter in the 

throwing area without being disqualified and were also aware of how to exit the throwing area 

as well. Some also showed that although athletics was not their main sport they were very well 

prepared by the school and mentioned that they researched on their own to ensure a better 

performance.  

Nevertheless, the majority of the candidates were at a complete loss, even during the briefing 

on how they were to be assessed and how the marks were allotted for each skill. Some 

admitted it was their first time throwing the discus making each throw very dangerous for other 

candidates and examiners. This year, a good number of throws had the discus landing on the 

running track. 

During the briefing candidates were informed that marks were being allotted to their stance, 

rotation and actual throw, apart from the distance measured. For some the discus did not even 

reach the turf, meaning that the throw was less than 5m. Most of the candidates did not even 

know they could have done the rotation technique, showing that no research was made prior to 

their examination. 

The throws themselves also showed lack of basic knowledge. Marks were deducted because 

their grip on the discus was incorrect and as a result was not thrown properly. The lack of 

momentum resulting from a standing throw made things more difficult. 

2. Swimming 

Overall the candidates seemed better prepared than previous years. The majority knew the 

names of the four competitive strokes. However, there was still quite a good number of 

candidates who had applied to swim the butterfly stroke although they were unaware of the  

difference between one type of stroke from another. There were also a few who insisted they 

had applied to swim the butterfly but at the end swam a stroke that did not resemble butterfly 

at all. 

The ones who train regularly with a club always stand out among the rest and their 

performance is often  excellent in technique. They usually also do very well in their timing.  

Before each session all candidates were briefed on the procedure of the examination. They were 

also informed that they would be assessed on their starts, underwater phase, technique, 

finishes and turns for each stroke. During each briefing some candidates asked how the turns 

should be performed. 

Unfortunately, even this year the weaknesses again outweighed the strengths. The majority of 

the candidates were not prepared technically or physically and most did not have the endurance 

to swim 50m. Their aim was not to showcase the strengths of their technique but rather to 

reach the other side of the pool. At times the technique was acceptable for the first 15 meters 

but soon deteriorated.  

This year again some candidates performed the arm action of one stroke and the leg action of 

another stroke.  
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Technique was sometimes acceptable for the first few meters but due to fatigue most 

candidates lost their breathing technique, body position in the water, the stroke under the 

water and recovery. 

Starts: Dives were very poor (when attempted) and the underwater phase of the dives was 

even worse with candidates pulling up their swimming trunks and/or adjusting their goggles. 

Starts in backstroke lacked a strong push off the wall and streamlining was most of the time 

non-existent. Most of the backstroke starts were performed with arms wide open. 

Most of the dives were inefficient, not streamlined and very few took an advantage from diving 

off the blocks. 

Finishes: Finishes for front crawl, breaststroke and butterfly were performed mostly by 

grabbing the backstroke bar and very few performed a proper finish. The front crawl finishes 

were the most efficient whereas the finishes for breaststroke and butterfly were mostly 

performed with one hand.  

In backstroke the majority of the candidates showed they were not even aware of the function 

of the backstroke flags at the both ends of the pool. The finishes were very often performed 

with a completely bent arm andsome touched the wall with their heads while others finished the 

backstroke on their front. 

Turns: Most performed the wrong turn for breaststroke and butterfly whereas most insisted on 

trying a tumble turn for front crawl and backstroke when they could have easily performed a 

touch turn.. A good number also missed the walls when attempting the turns. 

Overall, it shows that most candidates did not practise the strokes regularly during their three 

years of studying the PE option. It was also very obvious that most candidates not even attempt 

to gain more information and knowledge through the Internet or other sources. 

3. Field Hockey 

Dribbling around obstacles: Candidates found dribbling around obstacles quite difficult. A 

number of candidates adopted a high stance, which made their movement very slow. The ball 

was kept very close to their body forcing them to look down and making it difficult to see where 

they were going.  Only a couple of candidates adopted a low stance. 

Speed Dribble: The majority of candidates performed well in this drill even though a number 

of them still stood tall and upright throughout the examination. Most of the candidates moved 

the ball well at speed and managed the turn comfortably. 

Passing and Receiving: Most of the candidates did well in this drill. Once again, the majority 

of them adopted a very upright stance which did not help their execution. Very few candidates 

did the follow through to the knee position. Passing accuracy was very good. Candidates found 

it difficult controlling the ball using the reverse side of the stick. 

Pass Selection: The majority of candidates waited to see who was the best out of the two 

runners before passing the ball to one of them. More often than not they made the right choice, 

however, the execution of the pass left a lot to be desired. Very few passes reached the 

receivers while they were on the run. 

Shooting: Most candidates used a push shot during this exercise. Very few candidates used 

different techniques to perform a shot at goal. Most candidates found receiving the ball and 
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turning to shoot very difficult and took a lot of touches to get the ball under control. Many shots 

were weak although most of the shots were on target. 

4. Football 

The first part of the exam included passing using both feet and receiving the ball. Candidates 

had to work in pairs, passing and receiving through three different gates next to each other. 

Restriction: they could not pass to their partner through the same gate they received the ball 

from. Some of the candidates showed a high standard but some others were too static during 

passing, so to control the ball, and pass from another gate took up time. A good number of 

candidates used both feet during passing so it was clear that passing was more realistic with a 

good weight and timing of the pass. 

Candidates were tested on receiving high passes: instep, thigh and chest control. Overall the 

great majority did well in this exercise. One imporant point is that candidates in this part need 

to be more relaxed so as to cushion and control the ball better as some of the candidates were 

too rigid. 

The third part included the wall pass, dribbling and feinting to beat a passive defender and 

shoot. It was clear that some candidates did not practice shooting enoguh and they simply 

stopped the ball and showed limited ability to execute a proper shot with the right technique. 

Some lacked the right speed and timing to shoot.   

5. Handball  

Overall candidates, showed proficiency in passing and catching, but it could be noted that this 

skill was not specific to handball but adopted from other sports. This could be confirmed when it 

came to shooting on the move, against a defender. Most candidates adopted a method where 

they used less steps than the three permitted in handball. This led to the candidates being less 

powerful in shooting and also having difficulty in beating the defender in a one on one situation. 

The probelm with handball specific movement could also be observed when it came to piston 

movement with the ball.    

On a positive note it could be said that there were a couople of good candidates who excelled 

on all levels. Generally, all candidates had quite a good level of fitness. 

6. Netball 

Passing and catching:  Most candidates had a clear idea of passing although some displayed 

lack of knowledge of,  

i) transfernce of weight and follow through  

ii) which foot should be in front for a one-handed pass and  

iii) when to move closer or away from partner depending on a short or long pass.   

iv) a one-handed catch. 

Landing and Pivoting: Quite a number of candidates did not perform single/double landing 

properly and a good number did not have a clear idea of pivoting – they turned backwards and 

did not use the balls of the foot to pivot. 

Running on the Move: The majority of candidates still side-step instead of running forwards 

(with toes facing forward) when throwing and catching across to a moving partner.  Some did 

not pass “ahead” of a moving player. 
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Marking and Dodging: Although marking an opponent was quite well executed, some 

candidates did not take a position to the side of the opponent. Dodging lacked thought and 

strategy. Very often displaying aimless movement, hoping that the opponent does not mark 

them well enough. 

Shooting: When shooting without an opponent candidates usually performed well although 

they did not place themselves in an advantageous position within the shooting circle. 

Transference of weight and follow through were lacking. When shooting with an opponent 

placed against them, candidates found it more difficult to shoot and none of them moved back 

to gain a clearer view of the post. 

 

7. Educational Dance 
In this examination sitting, there was a noticeable improvement from the previous year, in the 

compositional section, especially in space awareness.  

The themes were again clearly expressed by candidates, yet, very few candidates succeeded in 

presenting an evident contrast between the two dances. Whilst preparing for this examination it 

is recommended that more time is invested in view of the evident contrast between the two 

dances across all three bands: composition, execution and presentation. 

Moreover, one must point out that no extra marks are awarded for specific technique to those 

candidates who present technically demanding dance genres such as tap, classical ballet, 

Spanish or Latin technique. As per syllabus, marks are awarded on the evidence of 

understanding of Laban’s principals of movement.  

Once again, socks and runners were worn during the performance which resulted in marks 

being deducted. Candidates are to perform bare feet or wearing any non-slip footwear that 

allows full, visible, articulation of the feet, such as point and flex. 

  

8. Artistic Gymnastics 

Floorwork 

There was a marked difference between candidates who presented a well-executed sequence 

with a good degree of varied skills and the majority, who presented a sequence with the least 

number of basic skills, such as; rolls, cartwheel, headstand, handstand, arabesque, jumps and 

leaps. Quite a few candidates, though they recalled their sequence well, showed repetitive skills 

(presumably to satisfy the time requirement), and overall, these candidates demonstrated poor 

floor pattern, very little creativity and originality and only put together skills with no continuity. 

Flow, rhythm and extension were lacking. A few of the less skilled candidates presented one, 

two or more advanced skills in very bad form. 

Vaulting 
Many candidates attempted one linear and one rotational vault. In general, though, the overall, 

degree of performance, although not high, was better than the floorwork execution. Most 

candidates demonstrated very poor control and body form in the flight phase.  

Compared to former years, the overall standard in this area is still poor, barring the more skilful 

candidates, who this year were fewer in number.  
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Attire was unsatisfactory in a few candidates. Majority did adequate warm up. 

9. Rhythmic Gymnastics 

As in previous years, (since 2009) no candidates opted for this area.  

 

Paper A  

 Section A - Skill Acquisition, Movement and Physical Activities 

Skill Acquisition Q1: Candidates struggled in defining the term ‘complex skills’, whilst the 

majority of the candidates managed to identify from the examples given which one was a 

complex skill or a basic skill. 

Physical Activity Q2 -12: The majority of the candidates chose the questions on athletics, 

football and swimming.  

The athletics question on the high jump’s approach and take off posed some difficulty as the 

majority of candidates failed to mention key components of the high jump but rather focused on 

the difference of the right and left in the approach and take off. On the other hand, the question 

on errors of the 100m sprint and rotatory discus throw were answered correctly by most 

candidates. 

In the football section, most candidates showed a good understanding of the terminology used 

in the game. However, a few candidates struggled with the definition of ‘through pass’ and 

‘corner kick’. 

For the swimming question, the majority of the candidates answered correctly, showing a good 

understanding of the terminology used in swimming. 

Questions on basketball, team handball and netball were less popular but there was still quite a 

large number who attempted these questions. 

In the basketball question, the majority of the candidates succeeded in identifying the referee’s 

signal and its definition and the question on lay-up. The question that candidates struggled 

most on was the definition of ‘fast break’, some candidates thought it was a short break for the 

coach to talk to players.  

In team handball, the majority of the candidates got the third part of the question wrong, which 

was the duration of the game.  

Moreover, in the netball question, the majority of candidates who chose these questions 

managed to identify the three sections and drew the sections properly. The part that most 

candidates struggled with was the last, on the term ‘centre’, where some candidates confused it 

with the centre of the court.  
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Section B1 - Health Related Fitness 

Q1. Majority of candidates gave the right answer, though a good number gave “invented” 

answers to this simple recall question. 

Q2a. Majority gave the right answer. Some referred to long term effects. 

Q3. Generally, correct except for question 3a. A few candidates did not attempt this question at 

all. 

Q4. Generally correct, however quite a few generic answers, for example, “to keep fit” for 

answer 4c. 

Q5. Generally correct. 

Q6a. Generally correct but quite a few answers were  too generic- “some sports become easier” 

or “stretching” which was given in the question..  

6b. Quite a few again referred to physical activity instead of everyday activities. 

Q7b. In many cases answers were not specific enough; as in the example for performance-  

“High Jump”-“to jump higher” as opposed to High Jump-Take off phase.  

Q8. Some candidates mixed up the difference between reaction time and movement time. 

Q9.  Majority gave the wrong answer, showing lack of applied knowledge. 

Q10. Many gave “very tall” as a characteristic for ectomorph. Quite a few inverted somatotypes 

or well-suited sport. 

Q11. Some candidates did not show knowledge of the difference between psychological and 

physiological factors, again inverting answers or giving wrong answers. 

In general candidates attempted all questions. Candidates should read the text carefully and 

look out for key words. Candidates should be aware that answers need to be specific- many 

answers given were too generic. A few candidates tended to reply by writing whatever came to 

mind regardless of the question, showing a lack of reflection.  

Section B (II)  -  Body Systems and Performance 

Q1.  This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q2. This question was not answered correctly  by most candidates, very few correctly knew 

wha a fibrous joint is. 

Q3.  Candidates gave different answers from the expected answer, however, a lot of these 

answers made sense and hence were correct. 

Q4a.  Most answers for i) and ii) were correct however iii) and iv) reflected some perceived 

difficulty. 

Q4b. The diagram without pre-set arrows for soft tissue location proved difficult to many 

candidates.. 

Q5. This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 
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Q6a.  Not many candidates knew the exact term. 

Q6b.  This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q6c. This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q7a and b. This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q8. This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q9. Most candidates were unable to provide a precise answer to this question. 

Q10.  This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q11.  This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q11b. Candidates found this question difficult. 

Q12.  A large number of candidates answered parts of this question correctly but few 

candidates got all the answers right. 

 

Section C – Sports in Society 

Q1. Many failed to answer this question satisfactorily. 

Q2a&b. Quite a few failed to answer this question correctly. Some gave answers pertaining to 

functions of MOC instead. 

Q3. Only a few answered this question correctly. 

Q5. Only a very small minority answered correctly, most candidates only answering correctly 

5a. Answers referred to countries rather than cities. 

Q7. Many referred to benefits for clubs or athletes not for sponsors. 

Qs4, 6, 8 and 9. The majority of candidates gave the correct answer. 
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PAPER II  

Paper B 

Section A – Skill Acquisition, Movement and Physical Activities 

Skill Acquisition Q1: In the first part of the question, the majority of the candidates failed to 

answer this question correctly as they mixed up the definition and examples. Also, some of the 

candidates failed to give a correct definition for the terms ‘complex and basic skills’. With 

regards to feedback, most candidates managed to answer this correctly. 

Physical Activity Q2 -12 

The most popular questions answered were on athletics, football and swimming. 

In the labelling section of the athletics question, most candidates marked the ‘landing’ term 

correctly but struggled with the rest. With regards to the other two parts of the question, most 

candidates answered these correctly. 

In football, the majority of the candidates answered the first part of the question on the yellow 

and red card correctly. In the second part of the question, many candidates struggled to 

identify the offside signal. 

In the swimming question, the arm technique of the backstroke posed some difficulty as many 

candidates did not mention key components of the stroke. On the other hand, most candidates 

correctly answered the other two parts of the question. 

Questions on basketball, team handball and volleyball were less popular but there were still 

quite a large number who attempted these questions. 

In basketball, many candidates managed to correctly identify the duration of a basketball game. 

Many candidates found the lay-up question slightly more challenging, unlike the true and false 

question which most answered correctly. 

The team handball question was answered correctly by the majority of the candidates who 

attempted it, and who demonstrated a good knowledge of the topic. 

And lastly, in volleyball few candidates identified the term ‘setting’ from the picture given, yet 

correctly recognised the key components in the dig technique. The last part of the question was 

the one where the candidates seemed to have some difficulty. 

Section B1 – Health Related Fitness 

Q1 a & b. Most candidates answered this question correctly 

Q2 a & b. Some candidates answered correctly although with some others it was not clear 

what they actually meant to say 

Q3 a. Most of the answers were too superficial e.g “to stay clean”, “for hygiene” etc 

Q3 b. A considerable amount of unclear answers and not to the point were provided. 

Q4 a & b. The majority of answers were wrong or not even attempted.  

Q5. Although in theory simple answers were expected (this was an elementary “application” 

question), candidates failed to see this and complicated the answers much more than required. 

Q6. Wrong answers were provided for a simple abbreviation which all candidates should know. 

-  

Q7 a & b. Answers were generally correct 
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Q8 a & b. Answers were generally correct although some candidates gave only one answer 

instead of two as requested. 

Q9 a & b. Wrong answers to two recall questions were provided. 

Q10 a & b. The answers were mostly correct. 

Q11. “The importance of flexibility” is still not clear with most candidates 

Q12 & Q13 a & b. Answers were mostly correct. 

Section B (II)  -  Body Systems and Performance 

Q1a. This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q1b. This question was not answered correctly by most candidates. 

Q2a. This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q2b. Mixed response to this question. 

Q2c. Mixed response to this question. 

Q3a. The majority of candidates showed that they did not know the scientific terms. 

Q3b. This question was not answered correctly by most candidates. 

Q4a. Mixed response to this question. 

Q5. Mixed response to this question. 

Q6a. Few candidates knew the answer to this question. 

Q6b. Mixed response to this question. 

Q7a, b and c. Most candidates answered incorrectly. 

Q8a and b. While only a small number of candidates knew the answer to a) most of these 

could not explain answer b. 

Q9.  This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q10a. This question, was answered correctly by a large number of candidates. 

Q10b. Candidates found this question difficult. Majority of candidates only manged to name 

one correct example, if any. 

Q11. This question was generally well attempted. 

Q12.  A large number of candidates answered parts of this question correctly and only a few 

candidates got all the answers correct. 

Q13a and b.  Only some candidates had the correct answer for both a and b. 

The poor level of comprehension and communication in English remains a major stumbling 

block for a large number of candidates opting for paper B. 
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Section C – Sport in Society 

Q1 a & b. Very limited number of correct answers – a number of candidates did not even 

attempt an answer 

Q2 a & b. Poor or incorrect answers – it is evident that candidates are not clear about the 

functions of the MFA  

Q3 a & b. Most answers were incorrect.  

Q4 a & b. Some correct answers. Candidates who answered incorrectly did not understand 

what was required of them 

Q5 a & b. This was an “application of knowledge” question to which hardly any candidate gave 

two correct answers. 

Q6 b & c. Although in principle this was a relatively easy question, most candidates still found 

it difficult to answer. 

Q7 a & b. Some correct answers 

Q8 a & b. This was a question requiring reasoning and reflection. A large number of answers 

were correct 

Q9 a & b. Although the question was relatively easy most candidates did not give a correct 

answer. 

i)  A good number of candidates did not even attempt an answer to some of the questions. 

ii) It can be concluded that generally the problem lies within comprehension of the English 

language even though the wording and terminology was within an early school leaver’s level.  

iii) It is clear that candidates are underestimating the importance of this Section of the exam 

paper and they are not making enough effort. .  

 

Chairperson 
Examiners’ Panel 2018 

 


